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Epicenter of the Southeast

Atlanta
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The South leads the charge in population growth among large metros and Atlanta is no exception.
Atlanta has consistently grown by roughly 80,000 people per year. With no signs of slowing, the
metro is expected to exceed 8.6 million people by 2050.
Source: Atlanta Regional Commission
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from 2018 to 2019
Atlanta MSA GDP has averaged an
annual growth rate of

3.8%

since 2010, compared to 2.8%
annual rate for the U.S.
Average job growth of
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jobs from 2010 to 2019
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Population growth
Not only is Atlanta in the top 10 metros for absolute net migration,
the pace of growth is the 3rd highest in the nation, and we expect to
keep up that momentum.

Net population change 2015-2020

Over the
next 30 years, the
population of the metro
area is forecasted to grow
by 2.4 million, and the City
of Atlanta is projected to grow
by nearly 50% in that same
timeframe—from 500,000
to nearly 800,000
residents.
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Source: ESRI
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In-migration
Domestic migration to Atlanta
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The top 25 metro areas from which movers to Atlanta originate are represented below.

Source: U.S. Census Bureau (2014-2018)

The top locations can be described as follows:
Major Northeastern
Business opportunities, easy air access for business
or personal needs and reasonable cost of living are
attractive to people living in the Northeast.

Southeast Hubs
A short flight or moderate drive away, jobs or
educational opportunities attract movers. Atlanta
is the center of business linkages between these
regional hubs.

Regional
Within driving distance, people moving from
these areas are often students (enrolling or
recently graduated), or workers seeking better job
opportunities.

Major Western
These locations draw people in for a variety of jobs
including media, entertainment, finance, science,
engineering, transportation, telecommunications,
technology and consulting.
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Cost of living
People are drawn to the affordability and quality of life in Atlanta. The overall cost of living in
Atlanta lands well below the national average, falling to the bottom of comparable markets and
gateway cities. Home prices in the metro are also below the national average. These factors
continue to draw new people to the metro and contribute to Atlanta’s attractiveness.

Cost of living index

Median home prices

Washington, DC
Washington, DC

100.0

Source: EMSI

Source: National Association of Realtors
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Suburban nodes
Atlanta is densifying, and not only in the urban core.
There is an increased importance placed on convenience
and walkability, and the desire to live, work and play
in a centralized location is an undeniable trend. The
development of mixed-use centers outside the urban
core that provide housing, office, retail and entertainment
options has been on the rise. These suburban nodes
provide all of the modern amenities city dwellers
desire, with an authentic community feel. Many of these
suburban nodes have been growing at a faster rate than
other suburban areas around the metro. Traditional towns
like Decatur and Woodstock have seen a renewed interest
and are drawing young professionals, pushing down the
average age and driving up home prices.

Map key
Projected
population
growth

Home
value

• Projected population growth (2025): 6.9%
• Avg. HH income: $151,119
• Bachelor’s+ degree: 68%
• Avg. home value: $463,276
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Woodstock
• Projected population growth (2025): 12.9%
• Avg. HH income: $97,078
• Bachelor’s+ degree: 43%
• Avg. home value: $269,556

• Projected population growth (2025): 5.3%
• Avg. HH income: $141,715
• Bachelor’s+ degree: 58%
• Avg. home value: $448,742

Kennesaw
• Projected population growth (2025): 3.9%
• Avg. HH income: $99,978
• Bachelor’s+ degree: 45%
• Avg. home value: $252,079

Dunwoody
• Projected population growth (2025): 6.4%
• Avg. HH income: $145,096
• Bachelor’s+ degree: 73%
85$467,325
• Avg. home value:

Marietta
• Projected population growth (2025): 4.8%
• Avg. HH income: $85,968
• Bachelor’s+ degree: 41%
• Avg. home value: $330,536

• Projected population growth (2025): 6.0%
• Avg. HH income: $103,712
• Bachelor’s+ degree: 55%
• Avg. home value: $324,211

Sandy Springs
• Projected population growth (2025): 6.8%
• Avg. HH income: $143,355
• Bachelor’s+ degree: 65%
• Avg. home value: $634,867

City of

Atlanta

Brookhaven
• Projected population growth (2025): 6.0%
• Avg. HH income: $136,995
• Bachelor’s+ degree: 65%
• Avg. home value: $552,011
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Below MSA
Bachelor’s
or higher

Household
income

Same as MSA

Decatur
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Source: JLL Research and ESRI

Atlanta MSA

City of Atlanta

• Projected population growth (2025): 7.3%

• Projected population growth (2025): 8.8%

• Avg. HH income: $99,058

• Avg. HH income: $105,666

• Bachelor’s+ degree: 40%

• Bachelor’s+ degree: 54%

• Avg. home value: $300,647

• Avg. home value: $468,017
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• Projected population growth (2025): 7.3%
• Avg. HH income: $148,264
• Bachelor’s+ degree: 75%
• Avg. home value: $549,786
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Ease of doing business
Among the top of the pack for ease of doing business and population growth

Top State for Doing Business,
seven consecutive years

The ease of doing business index uses over 100 data points covering a range of business
indicators from starting a business to paying taxes to land and space use. Atlanta ranks 4th in
ease of doing business, with the 3rd highest population growth compared to not only other
growth markets, but also gateway markets in the U.S.

Area Development Magazine 2020

One of nine states with a AAA bond
rating, maintained for 20 years
Moody’s Analytics

Washington, DC

New York City

Gateway cities
Sources: Doing Business North America - Arizona State University, ESRI
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Education
Atlanta ranks 4th amongst top metros with nearly 40%
of metro Atlanta’s population aged 25 or older earning a
bachelor’s degree or higher.

Top 10 largest metros in U.S.
Age 25+ with a bachelor’s degree or higher
Washington, DC

Atlanta

Sources: ESRI

Within the Southeast, Atlanta is surrounded
by some of the best universities in the
country, with over 20 post-secondary
institutions in the metro area alone.

#1 top HBCU
U.S. News & World Report 2021

#21 best university in U.S.
U.S. News & World Report 2021

#1 non-profit university in the U.S.
to confer bachelor’s degrees
to African Americans
Diverse Issues in Higher Ed 2020

#35 best university in U.S.
U.S. News & World Report 2021

#3 most MDs awarded
to African Americans
Diverse Issues in Higher Ed 2020
#6 top HBCU
U.S. News & World Report 2021
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Most liberal arts, general studies and
humanities doctoral degrees awarded
to African Americans
Diverse Issues in Higher Ed 2020

Diverse industries
Atlanta is home to one of the most diverse ranges of industry clusters in the U.S. relative to other major growth
markets. Atlanta’s universities nurture unparalleled, diversified homegrown talent. Coupled with the city’s appeal
for in-migration, Atlanta ranks above other growth markets for attracting business. Companies can feel comfortable
locating to Atlanta knowing there is an established employee base, regardless of their sector.

As growth markets continue to mature, they are developing
distinctive industry clusters
Industry

Atlanta

Denver

Raleigh

Austin

Nashville

Charlotte

Dallas

Professional
services
Finance and
insurance
Tech
Media
Education
Life Sciences
Source: JLL Research
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Miami

Tech in the Southeast
With companies like NCR, Global Payments and Fiserv tapping into the highly educated base and taking
up large amounts of office space, Atlanta has been a budding technology market for the better part of this
millennium. Most recently, big tech firms with household names are opening major satellite hubs in the
market. Microsoft’s half-million square foot Midtown office hub delivered in 2021; Google signed leases in
2019 and 2020 totaling over 500,000 square feet at 1105 W Peachtree; Facebook moved into 36,000 square
feet at T3 West Midtown, and Twitter, FanDuel and Airbnb all announced large upcoming expansions of their
existing Atlanta office premises in 2021.

2020 total tech jobs

#1

Metro Area Tech Hub Growth
Business Facilities 2020

2020 top tech jobs per market
370K

#3

Best cities for gamers
WalletHub 2020

#4

Metro area for STEM professionals
WalletHub 2020

Source: JLL Research, ESRI
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COVID recovery
After peaking at 12.8% at the start of the pandemic, Atlanta’s unemployment
rate has recovered to just shy of pre-pandemic levels and remains lower
than the national average. This is different than previous recessions and
recoveries, where historically Atlanta’s unemployment rate has mostly
hovered above that of the U.S.
In recent years, Atlanta’s rate has steadily dipped below the national
average, most notably during every month of the pandemic. The number of
jobs in Atlanta is growing by 6% year-over-year, totaling nearly 3 million new
jobs. The reduction in the unemployment rate coupled with a growth in jobs
shows that Atlanta is a prime place to locate—new jobs will be filled.

Hartsfield–Jackson Atlanta International Airport is a strong driver of Atlanta’s economy, contributing nearly $35
billion per year to the overall metro economy and directly supporting the employment of over 245,000 Atlantans.
Despite the sharp decline in passenger traffic during the COVID-19 pandemic, the vaccine rollout in the U.S. has
driven the turnaround in passenger volumes to almost pre-pandemic level.

ATL total passenger volumes

Widespread vaccine
availability in Georgia

Source: JLL Research

Source: Hartsfield–Jackson Atlanta International Airport, flightconnections.com
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Transit
Buildings within 5 minute walk of MARTA rail vs. others in submarket

Hartsfield-Jackson Atlanta International Airport

Outside of 2015 when several new office buildings were in lease-up, buildings
within a 5-minute walk of MARTA rail stations have historically enjoyed lower
vacancy rates than other buildings in MARTA-served submarkets. Current
vacancy is 3.8% higher in buildings outside of a 5-minute walk radius.

The airport remains an unparalleled amenity for Atlanta residents, employees and businesses,
with unrivaled domestic and global access. The airport spans 4,700 acres on the southwest
side of the Atlanta city limits, seven miles south of Downtown. Delta Airlines made Atlanta the
main hub of their new hub-and-spoke model in 1978 and today the airline maintains dominance
over the airport’s traffic: over 73% of the airport’s total passenger traffic is from Delta and Delta
Connection flights. Delta’s hub presence as the world’s largest airline, along with focus-city status
from Southwest Airlines, has led to Hartsfield-Jackson being crowned the busiest airport on earth
for 21 of the past 22 years.

First Airport

WORLDWIDE
to hit

MARTA vacancy

passengers

Total market vacancy

in one year

The airport
generates almost

Hartsfield-Jackson Atlanta
International Airport

Source: JLL Research

in metro Atlanta are related to
Hartsfield-Jackson International Airport

80%
of U.S. population
within a 2-hour flight

#1 WORLD’S

most eﬀicient airport
for 17 consecutive years
by Air Transport Research Society

for the metro
Atlanta economy

21 of
22 years
Serving an average of

Oﬀering over

275,000

200
direct flights

passengers daily

across the globe
Serves

150+ U.S. and
75 international
is set to launch around the airport
bringing density and jobs to the area

Sources: Hartsfield-Jackson Airport, flightconnections.com
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destinations in

50 countries
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The Atlanta BeltLine consists of 33 miles of nearly-interconnected pedestrian and bicycle trails
utilizing former rail corridors throughout Atlanta’s urban core. The pedestrian trails are expected
to be complete by 2026 and MARTA-integrated light rail is proposed along 22 miles of the BeltLine,
scheduled for completion in 2027. The BeltLine has spurred a cultural and economic revitalization of
Atlanta’s urban core—retail, office and multifamily developers are injecting unprecedented amounts
of capital into BeltLine-adjacent projects while Atlantans continue to pack the trails for leisure,
recreation, commuting and living.
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Atlanta BeltLine
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Eastside Trail
Open
Under construction
Planned

s.f. of Class-A and Trophy office built along Eastside trail
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Tourism, sports and culture

#3

Top attractions

#3

most parks
per capita among
major metros

best city for
fun & recreation
WalletHub 2020

#5

food city in the south
Southern Living
Magazine 2020

Source: Atlanta Metro Chamber

College Football Hall of Fame
Truist Park

relocated to Downtown Atlanta,
near Mercedes-Benz Stadium and
State Farm Arena, in 2014

5

Home of the Braves
Built in 2017 - 41,084 capacity
Anchor of larger office and retail mixeduse project called The Battery in Atlanta’s
Cumberland/Galleria suburb

1

Mercedes-Benz Stadium

Home of the Falcons and Atlanta United
Built in 2017 - 71,000 capacity
“The stadium is impeccably designed and a great
place to catch a game.”
— U.S. News and World Report
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compete in NCAA’s highest Division I/
FBS classification
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1

Georgia Institute of Technology

2

Georgia State University

History and museums

3

	MLK Memorial and
the King Center

4

	Center for Civil
and Human Rights

5

285

State Farm Arena
Home of the Hawks
Extensively renovated in 2018
16,600 capacity

Georgia Tech and Georgia State

85

75

With so much happening in the Peach
State, Georgia should be on the mind
of any savvy traveler these days.
— Travel + Leisure, The 50 Best Places
to Travel in 2019

Georgia tourism numbers – 2019

Atlanta History Center

6

	Carter Presidential
Library and Museum

7

	Fernbank Natural History
Museum and Forest

8

Oakland Cemetery

9

3rd largest in the world

10

World of Coca-Cola

11

Zoo Atlanta

Georgia Aquarium

Source: Explore Georgia
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150.9M domestic visitors
1.4M international visitors
UK top origin for international visitors
$69B in total economic impact
$3.5B in total tax revenues generated by tourism
$38.9B total visitor spending
484K jobs supported by tourism
7.8% of total state employment

The city too busy to hate
In the early 1960s, Atlanta was at the center of the
American civil rights movement. Dr. Martin Luther King
Jr., John Lewis, Ralph David Abernathy and many of their
peers found a welcoming home to grow their nationwide
movement in Atlanta’s Sweet Auburn district on the east
side of Downtown, a mecca for Black-owned businesses
at a time when few Black Americans owned businesses.
This mecca arose, despite negative social and legal
pressures, due in part to the Atlanta University Center—
both the oldest and largest consortium of historically
Black colleges and universities (HBCUs) in the United
States.

It was during Allen’s tenure as mayor that Atlanta gained
the moniker “A City Too Busy to Hate,” highlighting
both the explosive economic growth of the city and its
tolerance and acceptance of African Americans when so
many in the region were intolerant, and a moniker that
Atlantans take pride in to this day.

Today, nearly 55 years following the tragic killing of Dr.
King, Atlanta continues to be at the forefront of Black
American culture, education and commerce. The
City of Atlanta is 51% Black, with the second highest
education rate amongst African Americans of any major
American city at 30.7%, supports over 170,000 BlackIvan Allen Jr., an ally to the civil rights movement, ordered owned businesses and is home to countless civil rights
the end of segregationist practices in Atlanta when he
museums and education centers, including the National
became mayor in 1962, an unprecedented step in the
Center for Civil & Human Rights and The King Center,
American South at the time.
administered by the National Park Service.
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Y’allywood
In 2008, the state of Georgia passed the Georgia Entertainment Industry Investment
Act, which provides a 20% tax credit to companies that spend $500,000 or more on
production and/or post-production in Georgia, either on a single project or multiple
projects over one year. Companies are eligible for an additional 10% tax credit if the
production adds a Made in Georgia logo to the credits. Thanks to incentives like
these, along with the state’s pro-business climate, Atlanta has become one of the
top film production hubs in the world.

#1 state for film production

—as ranked by Business Facilities Magazine 2020

$4 billion in direct spending on film 2020-2021
—State of Georgia

“Film has come roaring
back. I don’t know of another
industry that has rebounded
so quickly.”

62 Emmy nominations on Georgia-filmed projects in 2021
—State of Georgia

2020
2021

21 feature films
45 independent films

222 television shows
57 commercials
21 music videos

Just two COVID-19-related
production cancellations

Second largest film studio in North America
Sixteen Marvel Studios-produced films and television shows
filmed primarily at Trilith Studios.
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Georgia Department of Economic
Development deputy commissioner for film,
music and digital entertainment

Corporate relocations and expansions
Atlanta remains a strong contender for employers looking to create or
expand a regional or national presence. With a growing workforce, low cost
of doing business and attractive incentives, Atlanta continues to win.

Intuitive Surgical announces 1,200 job expansion
ServiceMaster announces relocating HQ
Minute Maid announces relocating HQ
Chicken Salad Chick announces relocating HQ to Overlook II
Airbnb announces new east coast tech hub

HQ relocations and
major expansions

Adecco announces North American HQ relocation

2021

Major expansion

Autodesk announces new regional HQ
Kainos announces new sales and IT hub at Terminus 100
Papa John's announces HQ relocation to The Battery

HQ relocation

Deluxe Corporation announces new tech hub at 5565 Glenridge Dr
Zillow announces new Southeast hub at Three Ravinia Drive
Common announces new regional HQ
Exotec announces new Americas HQ
Microsoft announces new tech hub at Atlantic Yards

2020

Toyota Financial Services announces new FinTech hub
Norfolk Southern announces headquarters in Midtown
TK Elevator announces North American HQ at The Battery

2018
Serta Simmons Bedding announces plans to consolidate corporate offices into single Atlanta HQ
2017
Honeywell announces moving division HQ to Atlanta
2016
Mercedes-Benz announces move of North American HQ to Atlanta
2015
18

Office market growth
Atlanta’s strong economic fundamentals have translated to unprecedented office market
growth. Since the end of the Great Recession, the market will add nearly 23 million square
feet by the end of 2023, 63.7% of which is in Atlanta’s three urban submarkets. The COVID-19
pandemic caused direct asking rents to soften slightly following a period of explosive growth;
however, five-year growth still exceeded 20% and headwinds have slowed.

Direct asking rent

Cumulative inventory growth since Great Recession

43.5%

of new deliveries
since 2014 is
creative office

Class A
and Trophy

20.1%
2016-2021
growth

22.8 million square feet

$0.00
Market total

Class A and Trophy

Source: JLL Research, ESRI
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Under
construction

Select development projects

Midtown Union

760 Ralph McGill

Hotel Row - Sylvan

Three Ballpark

Submarket

Midtown

Submarket

Midtown

Submarket

Downtown

Submarket

Northwest

RSF

588,079

RSF

475,000

RSF

50,350

RSF

335,561

Year built

2022

Year built

2022

Year built

2021

Year built

2021

Developer

Granite Properties
and MetLife

Developer

New City Properties

Developer

Newport RE

Developer

Braves Development Company

1105 West Peachtree

Star Metals

10000 Avalon

Twelve24

Submarket

Midtown

Submarket

Midtown

Submarket

North Fulton

Submarket

Central Perimeter

RSF

679,153

RSF

230,000

RSF

249,579

RSF

335,000

Year built

2021

Year built

2021

Year built

2020

Year built

2020

Developer

Selig Enterprises

Developer

The Allen Morris Company

Developer

Hines and Cousins Properties

Developer

Trammell Crow Company

Current owner

Office Properties Income Trust
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Metro Atlanta is unique from other regions in that we are
known for more than one or two industries; we’re one of the
top 10 most industry diverse metro areas in the nation. From
FinTech, to health, logistics, sports and music, Atlanta is a
beautiful mix of complementary and competing industries
that create unique, inspiring innovation when they collide.
- Alex Gonzalez
Chief Innovation Officer, Metro Atlanta Chamber

Atlanta Corporate Office
3344 Peachtree Road NE
Suite 1200
Atlanta, Georgia 30326
+1 404 995 2100
jll.com/atlanta
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